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No. 14A715

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

CASHCALL, INC.,

v~

ABRAHAM INETIANBOR,

Applicant,

Respondent.

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION TO RECALL AND STAY MANDATE
PENDING THE FILING AND DISPOSITION OF A PETITION FOR A WRIT
OF CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE

ELEVENTH CIRCUIT

To the Honorable Clarence Thomas, Associate Justice of the United States

and Circuit Justice for the Eleventh Circuit

Applicant CashCall, Inc. ("Applicant"),1 respectfully submits this reply in

support of its December 31, 2014, application for an order recalling and staying the

mandate ("Application"), pending the filing and disposition of a petition for a writ of

certiorari seeking review of the judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for

the Eleventh Circuit in Inetianbor v. Cash Call, Inc., 768 F.3d 1346 (11th Cir.

1 Pursuant to Rule 29.6, Applicant makes the following disclosure Applicant is a privately held
corporation; it has no parent corporation, and no publicly held company owns 10% or more of its
stock.
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2014).2 On January 14, 2015, Respondent Abraham Inetianbor ("Respondent") filed

his response ("Response") to the Application by mail.

I. The Response Fails To Rebut Applicant's Showing That There Is At
Least A Significant Probability That This Court Will Grant The
Petition And Reverse The Eleventh Circuit On Whether FAA § 5
Contains An Integrality Exception.

The Response makes several arguments that there is neither a reasonable

probability that this Court will grant certiorari nor a significant probability that the

Court would then reverse the Eleventh Circuit's holding that there is an integrality

exception to FAA § 5. These arguments are flawed and should be rejected.

A. There Is A Meaningful Circuit Split On Whether FAA § 5
Contains An Integrality Exception.

The Response repeatedly contends that there is no meaningful circuit split

because the concurrence below agreed with the Seventh Circuit's decision in

Jackson v. PayDay Financial, LLC, 764 F.3d 765 (7th Cir. 2014), refusing to enforce

a similar arbitration clause. See Response at 7-9, 13-15, 22-23. This argument

should be rejected for several reasons.

First, the judgment that Applicant requests that this Court review is founded

squarely upon the majority opinion below—not the concurrence. The majority

clearly rejected the concurrence's view that the outcome in this case should follow

Jackson the majority opinion did not refer to the concurrence and did not cite

Jackson even once. Rather, the majority opinion rested its holding solely on the

existence of an integrality exception to FAA ~ 5 and then explicitly noted that its

2 The Eleventh Circuit issued its mandate on January 5, 2015—five days after Applicant filed its
Application with this Court. On January 6, 2015, this Court's clerk's office informed counsel for
Applicant that its request to stay would be construed as a request to recall and stay the mandate.
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holding on this issue conflicts with the decision in Green v. U.S. Cash Advance,

Illinois, LLC, 724 F.3d 787 (7th Cir. 2013).3 See Inetianbor, 768 F.3d at 1350.

Applicant asks this Court to review a decision based on a single issue of law where

the court below acknowledged that its decision conflicts with another circuit's law

on that very same issue. This is the epitome of a meaningful circuit split.4

Second, the decision in Jackson does not undercut the chances that this Court

will grant Applicant's petition. Jackson did not purport to overrule Green, and thus

the rule announced in Green—and explicitly rejected by the Eleventh Circuit

below—is still good law in the Seventh Circuit. Further, Jackson's rationale

actually highlights the central issue of Applicant's petition for a writ of certiorari

does the unavailability of the contractually selected arbitrator render the entire

Arbitration Clause void? In Jackson, the court's refusal to enforce the arbitration

clause was based on its conclusion that the arbitral forum did not exist and

therefore was a "sham" and "illusory," 764 F.3d at 779-81—a conclusion it reached

based in part on its heavy reliance on the district court's decision in Inetianbor, see

id. at 770-71. It would prove odd indeed if Jackson's reliance on the district court

decision in this very case could persuade this Court to decline review of the

Eleventh Circuit's decision.

3 This fact negates the Response's contention that this Court would not grant the petition for
certiorari because the Eleventh Circuit, upon remand, might affirm on the alternative grounds
suggested by the concurrence. See Response at 7-8, 22. This Court should not decide the petition for
certiorari based on the Response's speculation that the majority, upon remand, may adopt a
rationale which it has thus far declined to endorse, upon which it has made no ruling, and which § 5
actually forbids, as discussed below.

4 This also undermines the Response's argument that the lower courts should be "afforded an
opportunity to review the existing body of decisions [on the integrality exception] ... so as to
determine whether a significant split exists." Response at 13. The Eleventh Circuit's opinion made
clear that there is already a "significant split." See 768 F.3d at 1350 (rejecting Green).
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More important, if this Court concludes that there is no integrality exception,

then FAA § 5 would require the district court to appoint a substitute arbitrator, who

would apply substitute arbitration rules.5 This would render moot (a) any claims

that the original arbitral details were somehow unfair or a sham, and (b) all

litigation over the issue of integrality itself. If the unavailability of the forum

automatically renders the Arbitration Clause unconscionable and void—as the

Response suggests—then FAA § 5 would serve no purpose; Congress designed it

specifically for a situation' where the selected arbitrator does not exist to hear the

parties' dispute. See 9 U.S.C. § 5 (requiring court to appoint a substitute arbitrator

whenever there is "a lapse in the naming of an arbitrator ... or in filling a vacancy").

Thus, the Response's Jackson-based argument that FAA ~ 5 does not apply where

the arbitration clause is "a sham and impossible to perform," Response at 10 n.5, is

completely misplaced. Those arguments are irrelevant once the court appoints an

arbitrator pursuant to FAA § 5.

Third, the Response's attempts to distinguish Green are unpersuasive. See

Response at 10-12. Counting the number of references to the contractually

designated arbitrator in the Arbitration Clause, the Response essentially argues

that the arbitral forum here was ̀more integral' than the forum was in Green, and

thus FAA § 5 does not require a substitute here. Id, at 11-12. But Green rejected

the entire concept of "integrality," 724 F.3d at 790-92; thus the number of times the

5 The district court or the arbitrator would then determine the rules to be applied during the
arbitration. See Green, 724 F.3d at 792-93 Schulze &Burch Biscuit Co. v. Tree Top, Inc., 831 F2d
709, 715-16 (7th Cir. 1987) Chattanooga Mailers' Union, Local No. 92 v. Chattanooga News-Free
Press Co., 524 F.2d 1305, 1315 (6th Cir. 1975), abrogated on other grounds as recognized by
Bacashihua v. U.S. Postal Serv., 859 F.2d 402 (6th Cir. 1988).
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arbitrator is mentioned in the Arbitration Clause is irrelevant under both Green

and FAA § 5.

For the reasons above, this case directly presents the issue of whether there

is a non textual integrality exception to FAA § 5. The majority opinion below based

its conclusion solely on the view that there is such an exception and expressly

recognized that its decision squarely conflicts with the Seventh Circuit's decision in

Green. Contrary to the Response's contention, the decision in Jackson only

highlights the very question this Court must answer= does the unavailability of the

specified arbitrator render the entire Arbitration Clause void, or does FAA § 5

require the court to appoint a substitute? Given that Green rejected the integrality

exception to § 5, and given that the Eleventh Circuit has now rejected Green, this

conflict is etched in stone. Whatever other courts may decide, this Court will have

to resolve the conflict that this case cleanly and squarely presents.

B. The Response Does Not Explain How An Integrality Exception
Is Consistent With The FAA's Text Or Policy.

The Response fails to rebut Applicant's arguments that the integrality

exception is flatly forbidden by both the text and policy of the FAA, and thus that

there is a significant probability that this Court will reverse the Eleventh Circuit.

Application at 14-18.

First, the Response never explains how an integrality exception can exist

given ~ 5's mandatory language that the court "shall" appoint a substitute when for

"any ... reason" the selected arbitrator is unavailable. 9 U.S.C. § 5~ see also Marmet

Health Care Ctr., Inc. v. Brown, 132 S. Ct. 1201, 1203 (2012) (rejecting argument
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that a non-textual exception should be read into FAA § 2). The Response also fails

to acknowledge that substituting an arbitrator under FAA § 5 would in fact be

enforcing the parties' very clear agreement to arbitrate their disputes.s Further, to

the extent there is any tension between the specific rule of substitution under § 5

and the general rule that arbitration clauses should be enforced according to their

terms, the specific rule of § 5 wins out. See, e.g., Law v. Siegel, 134 S. Ct. 1188,

1194 (2014).

Nor does the Response explain why the clear language of § 5 would be

inapplicable here merely because the selected arbitral forum allegedly never

existed. Response at 12. Under § 5, this still suffices as "any ... reason" for a

"vacancy" or "lapse in the naming of an arbitrator." 9 U.S.C. § 5. As such, this

situation is very much like the situation that arises when the parties do not list an

arbitrator at all "[A] court could approach this from a different direction and

assume that a reference to an unavailable means of arbitration is equivalent to

leaving the issue open." Green, 724 F.3d at 792.

The Response also fails to distinguish Hall Street Associates, L.L. C. v.

Mattel, Inc., 552 U.S. 576 (2008). The Response claims that Hall Street "states the

same principles relied upon by" the Eleventh Circuit below, namely that "the FAA is

motivated, first and foremost, by a congressional desire to enforce agreements into

which parties have entered." Response at 21 (internal quotation marks and

alteration omitted). The Response fails to realize that Hall Street actually rejected

s The fact that the parties intended to arbitrate their disputes is illustrated not just through the
extensive Arbitration Clause itself, but also by the Severance Provision and a Survival Provision, see
Dist. Ct. Dkt. 53-2 at 6-7, which show that federal court was the last place the parties expected to be.
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the argument that parties' contractual agreements could somehow trump the

mandatory requirements of the FAA, see 552 U.S. at 585-86, which is the precise

argument that the Response advocates here.

Second, the Response never addresses Applicant's argument that the

integrality exception is completely at odds with the central purpose of the FAA to

ensure a streamlined arbitration process. See Application at 16-17 (citing AT&T

Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. 1740, 1749 (2011)). The Response's

argument that the integrality exception is a "fact specific" question, Response at 6,

is actually a strong reason supporting Applicant's argument that this Court will

grant the petition and reverse, see Application at 16-18. Requiring parties to

litigate whether an arbitral term is "integral" would be "lengthy, expensive, and

inconclusive to boot," Green, 724 F.3d at 792—as this very case demonstrates—

which is entirely inconsistent with this Court's precedent stating that .arbitration

must remain a streamlined process, see Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. at 1749, and that it

is 'inconsistent with the FAA to "require courts to proceed case by case to tally the

costs and burdens" of the parties, American Express Co. v. Italian Colors

Restaurant, 133 S. Ct. 2304, 2311-12 (2013).

Third, the Response fails to respond to Applicant's showing that the

integrality exception results in absurd and unpredictable conclusions. See

Application at 17-18. Effectively, Respondent's argument is that he insists on

arbitrating in the designated forum and refuses to arbitrate before an established

independent arbitration body like the AAA—yet his very actions have shown just

7



how much he wants to avoid the designated forum. Meanwhile, Applicant explicitly

offered to arbitrate before a substitute like the AAA or JAMS. See Dist. Ct. Dkt. 45

at 5. Given that the Eleventh Circuit concluded that the forum was integral even

though both parties had disavowed it, other contracting parties will simply have no

way to predict when a court will consider a particular arbitral forum to be integral,

which merely encourages litigation over the issue, thereby directly undercutting the

FAA's policies as discussed above.'

Fourth, the Response claims that whether there is an integrality exception is

"not a pressing issue with regard to arbitration law generally," and therefore not

worth this Court's while. Response at 15. The Response provides no support for

this claim, and it fails to acknowledge the reality that this Court has shown a

heightened and persistent interest in a variety of arbitration issues. See

Application at 11-12 n.2. Further, the integrality exception is an issue that

continues to arise frequently. See, e.g., Green, 724 F.3d at 791 Khan v. De11Inc.,

669 F.3d 350, 354-55 (3d Cir. 2012) In re Liberty Refund Anticipation Loan Litig.,

No. 12-cv-2949, 2014 WL 3639189, at *3-4 (N.D. Ill., July 23, 2014); GGNSC

Lancaster v. Roberts, No. 13-cv-5291, 2014 WL 1281130, at *6-7 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 31,

2014); Selby v. Deutsche Bank Trust Co. Ams., No. 12-cv-1562, 2013 WL 1315841,

at X10-11 (S.D. Cal. Mar. 28, 2013). This issue will not "receded into the past."

Response at 15. There are undoubtedly still many consumer contracts extant that

~ The malleability of the integrality test could lead courts to deny arbitration based on irrelevant
factors like the defendant's unpopularity—and thus the integrality exception directly implicates the
very "judicial resistance to arbitration" that prompted the FAA in the first place. Buckeye Check
Cashing, Inc. v. Cardegna, 546 U.S. 440, 443 (2006).
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list the National Arbitration Forum as the arbitrator, and disputes over those

contracts will continue to arise for some time. More significantly, however, the

integrality exception will continue to arise as additional parties choose to include

arbitration clauses in their contracts, and as more organizations are created to hear

such claims. Inevitably, parties will select persons or organizations to be their

arbitrator, only to discover years down the road that the person or organization is

not available to hear their dispute—perhaps the arbitrator passed away, the parties

failed to identify adequately who would be the arbitrator, or the arbitral

organization ceased operations or never came into existence. Those parties' express

decision to arbitrate should not be undermined by a non textual exception that

threatens to derail every arbitration clause with an unavailable arbitrator or

missing term.$

Ultimately, Applicant need not show that this Court definitely will grant

Applicant's petition for a writ of certiorari and reverse on the issue of whether FAA

§ 5 contains an integrality exception. Rather, Applicant need only show that there

is at least a reasonable probability that this Court will grant the petition and a

significant probability that the Court would then reverse. See Philip Morris USA

Inc. v. Scott, 131 S. Ct. 1, 3 (2010) (Scalia, J., in chambers). Given the open, solid

circuit split, this Court's continued interest in arbitration law, and the fact that the

$ The Response points to the Court's denial of certiorari in a handful of state cases as evidence that
the Court is uninterested in this issue. See Response at 18-19. First of all, those cases predate the
split created by Green in 2013. Second, no federal court of appeals decision involving the split has
previously been presented to this Court; the plaintiff in Green did not file a petition for a writ of
certiorari, and the Eleventh Circuit's decision below is the first circuit court opinion to address the
issue since Green.
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integrality exception is unsupported by the text and purpose of the FAA, Applicant

has met its burden to obtain a recall and stay of the Eleventh Circuit's mandate

pending this Court's disposition of Applicant's petition for certiorari, which was filed

on December 31, 2014. See Cash Call, Inc. v. Inetianbor, No. 14-775.

II. There Is Also At Least A Significant Probability That This Court Will
Grant The Petition And Reverse The Eleventh Circuit On The Legal
Effect Of The Parties' Decision To Include A Severance Provision In
Their Arbitration Clause.

The Response fails to rebut Applicant's claim that there is at least a

significant probability that this Court will grant certiorari and reverse on the issue

of whether a court can disregard a severance provision within an arbitration clause

when doing so results in the court voiding the entire arbitration clause. See

Application at 18-20; Response at 16-18.

First, the Response denies the circuit split on this issue by claiming that none

of the cases that Applicant cited (see Application at 19-20) involved a "sham"

provision. See Response at 17-18. But the courts in all of those cases used a

severance provision to sever offending or unenforceable language without regard for

whether the offending language was a "sham." "[T]he severability clause found in

the arbitration agreements specifically stated the intent of the parties in the event

a provision within the agreement is found invalid, i.e., that arbitration proceed once

any invalid terms have been severed." Franke v. Poly Am. Med. &Dental Benefits

Plan, 555 F.3d 656, 658 (8th Cir. 2009) (quotations and alteration omitted) see also

Gannon v. Circuit City Stores, Inc., 262 F.3d 677, 680 (8th Cir. 2001). Similarly,

the Fifth Circuit has held "The purpose of the arbitration provision is to settle any

10



and all disputes arising out of the [contract] in an arbitral forum rather than a court

of law. Even with its [offending provision] lifted, ... the arbitration clause remains

capable of achieving this goal." Hadnot v. Bay, Ltd., 344 F.3d 474, 478 (5th Cir.

2003) see also Booker v. Robert Halflntl, Inc., 413 F.3d 77, 83-84 (D.C. Cir. 2005).9

Indeed, the express purpose of the Severance Provision here was to ensure that

arbitration would continue if any part of the Arbitration Clause was struck for any

reason. See Dist. Ct. Dkt. 53-2 at 7.

Second, the Response completely fails to address Applicant's argument that

there is also a significant probability that this Court will take this issue and affirm

its precedent that arbitration "should not be denied unless it may be said with

positive assurance that the arbitration clause is not susceptible of an interpretation

that covers the asserted dispute." United Steelworkers ofAm. v. Warrior &Gulf

Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574, 582-83 (1960); accord Moses H. Cone Meml Hosp. v.

Mercury Constr. Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 24-25 (1983) Application at 20-22. The natural

reading of the Severance Provision here would have required that the offending

provisions be struck and replaced with substitutes. The Eleventh Circuit gave no

effect whatsoever to the Severance Provision, however, even though the Loan

Agreement included the Severance Provision to ensure that arbitration occur even if

particular terms were unenforceable. By disregarding 
a reasonable interpretation

9 The fact that the Third Circuit, like the Eleventh Circuit, has used the Restatement's "essential
part" test, see Response at 16 n.9, means that the circuit split on when courts can disregard
severance provisions is deep and continuing. This strengthens Applicant's position that there is a
reasonable probability that this Court will accept this issue and reverse, see Application at 18-22.
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that would have allowed arbitration to proceed, the Eleventh Circuit contradicted

Warrior & Gulfand Moses H. Cone. The Response is silent on this issue.

Given this Court's repeated warning that courts must not disregard

contractual provisions to void arbitration clauses, and given that the courts of

appeals disagree on the application of this principle to severance provisions,

Applicant has satisfied its burden of showing that there is at least a significant

probability that this Court will grant certiorari on this issue and reverse.

III. Applicant Has Shown Irreparable Injury And That The Equities
Favor A Stay.

The Response argues that Applicant cannot show irreparable injury because

Applicant has already spent "two years and exorbitant resources to avoid the

judicial system and prolong matters." Response at 24. This argument is meritless.

Applicant has a statutory right to enforce the Arbitration Clause, see 9 U.S.C. §~ 4-

5, and a right to appeal to this Court if necessary, see 9 U.S.C. § 16(a)(1) (providing

right to appeal decision denying arbitration); 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1) (party may

petition for certiorari to circuit court of appeals). According to the Response, merely

seeking review by this Court necessarily negates any claim of irreparable injury

because the party seeking review would have to expend further time and resources.

If that were true, then no motion to stay the mandate could ever be granted in a

case denying arbitration. That argument cannot be correct.

The Response also claims that Applicant cannot show irreparable harm for

what amounts to "delay or expense in the trial court." Response at 23. Forcing a

party to litigate when there is a valid arbitration clause is not merely "delay or

12



expense in the trial court." Id. Arbitration is an alternative to litigation, and the

benefits of arbitration are forever lost if Applicant has to litigate in court. Indeed,

the Response never addresses the caselaw cited by Applicant, see Application at 23,

showing that denial of a motion to compel arbitration always constitutes irreparable

harm because otherwise the defendant would be subjected to the costs of litigation,

possibly including a full trial, before being able to appeal the initial arbitration

decision. See Ehleiter v. Grapetree Shores, Inc., 482 F.3d 207, 214 (3d Cir. 2007).

This is precisely why Congress directed that a party can interlocutorily appeal a

denial of a motion to compel arbitration, even though interlocutory appeals are

normally disfavored. See 9 U.S.C. § 16(a)~ e.g., Blinco v. Green Tree Servicing, LLC,

366 F.3d 1249, 1253 (11th Cir. 2004); Application at 23.

FAA § 16 also defeats the Response's footnote argument that the

interlocutory nature of this case would somehow lessen the chances that this Court

will grant Applicant's petition for certiorari. See Response at 6 n.2. Every Supreme

Court decision reviewing a district court's denial of a motion to compel arbitration

would be under the interlocutory review process provided by FAA § 16. See, e.g.,

Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. at 1745, 1752.

As for balancing the equities, Applicant has already shown that it will suffer

irreparable harm if it is forced to return to the district court and continue litigation,

because the right to arbitrate would be forever lost. Application at 22-23.

Additionally, Applicant has already been harmed by having to spend months

seeking to enforce an Arbitration Clause that is valid under the plain text of FAA

13



§ 5. There is no reason that the parties and the district court should expend even

more resources litigating a case when there is a significant probability that this

Court will grant the petition and conclude that this entire dispute should have been

arbitrated almost two years ago. Finally, Applicant has already filed its petition for

a writ of certiorari, so any expected delay will be minimal.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons and for those stated in the Application, Applicant

respectfully requests that the Court recall and stay the Eleventh Circuit's mandate

pending the disposition of Applicant's petition for a writ of certiorari.

January 16, 2015

Respectfully submitted,

By f<~ ~Z M

Barr evenstam
Counsel ofRecord

Jenner &Block LLP
353 N. Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60654-3456
(312) 222-9350
blevenstam@jenner.com

Counsel for Applicant
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